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The registration of advance notice is an important system about real estate right 
change in civil law, which is the registration claim right aimed to maintain the future 
actions of the Real Estate Right such as transition, etc. It aims at protecting the 
obligees who expect real estate right change based on their obligatory right of claim. 
The registration of advance notice which originates from Prussia and is provided for 
in civil law of the civil law system countries such as Swiss and Japan etc. Very clearly, 
it is a necessary part in real estate right system. This article will begin with the 
definition of the registration of advance notice and analyze its values. According to 
the foreign registration of advance notice system and our estate right change system, 
the author will discuss the regulations of the registration of advance notice. 
Combining the practice, the author will raise up his idea about constructing the system 
of the registration of advance notice suited to the situation of our country.  
There are three chapters in the paper besides introduction and conclusion. 
Chapter one summarizes the advance notice registration system. The author 
defines the conception of the registration of advance notice and introduces its origin. 
By analyzing the character of the registration of advance notice, the author indicates 
that the obligatory rights protected by it are endowed with effectiveness of real rights. 
The author discusses the values of the registration of advance notice. 
Chapter two discusses the legal regulations of registration of advance notice. The 
author introduces the German, Japanese, Taiwan' advance registration system and 
their different characteristics. The author summarize main contents of advance 
registration system, includes the scope of application, the occurrence and elimination 
and the effect.   
Chapter three analyzes the current legislation and practical situation of the 
registration of advance notice in our country and pointed out that our country hasn’t 
regulated the registration of advance notice clearly. The actual commercial housing 
Advance Sale Registration System is also different from the registration of advance 
notice which caused many problems. The author provides several thoughts of 
stimulating advance registration system of real property in seven aspects. 
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